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Abstract

Objectives—It has been assumed that nicotine dependence has a slow onset and occurs only after prolonged daily use of tobacco. A cohort of young adolescents was followed to determine when the first symptoms of nicotine dependence occur with respect to the duration and frequency of tobacco use.

Design—A cohort of 681 seventh grade students (age 12–13 years) from seven schools in two small cities in central Massachusetts was followed over one year. Detailed information regarding tobacco use was obtained in individual confidential interviews conducted in school three times over the year. The latency time to the onset of symptoms of nicotine dependence was measured from the time a subject first smoked at a frequency of at least once per month.

Results—22% of the 95 subjects who had initiated occasional smoking reported a symptom of nicotine dependence within four weeks of initiating monthly smoking. One or more symptoms were reported by 60 (63%) of these 95 subjects. Of the 60 symptomatic subjects, 62% had reported experiencing their first symptom before smoking daily or began smoking daily only upon experiencing their first symptom.

Discussion—The first symptoms of nicotine dependence can appear within days to weeks of the onset of occasional use, often before the onset of daily smoking. The existence of three groups of individuals—rapid onset, slower onset, and resistant—distinguishable from one another by their susceptibility to nicotine dependence, is postulated.
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Nicotine dependence is characterised by tolerance, craving, feeling a need to use tobacco, withdrawal symptoms during periods of abstinence, and loss of control over the amount or duration of use.1–2 Symptoms of nicotine withdrawal include: cravings; depressed mood; irritability; frustration; anger; anxiety; difficulty concentrating; and restlessness.3–6 A popular model for the development of nicotine dependence holds that youths progress from the first cigarette through a period of occasional use and on to sustained and increasingly heavier daily use, resulting ultimately in dependence.3–12 However, it has not been established that daily use of nicotine is necessary for dependence to begin.

The assumption that heavy daily use (one half pack per day) is necessary for dependence to develop is derived from observations of “chippers”, adult smokers who have not developed dependence despite smoking up to five cigarettes per day over many years.11 14 15 Chippers do not differ from other smokers in their absorption and metabolism of nicotine, causing some investigators to suggest that this level of consumption may be too low to cause nicotine dependence.11 14 15

In conflict with the assumption that prolonged daily use is a prerequisite for dependence is the observation that symptoms of nicotine dependence, which are common among adolescent smokers, appear to develop in some youths before the onset of daily smoking.3 16–20 In a study of girls 11–17 years of age, McNeill and colleagues were the first to find that youths report nicotine withdrawal symptoms.1 Withdrawal symptoms were reported by 74% of daily smokers and by 47% of occasional smokers.3 Other investigators have also reported withdrawal symptoms among youths who were not smoking daily at the time of the interview.16 17 However, in these studies, individuals reporting withdrawal symptoms may have been daily smokers in the past.1 16 17 Also arguing against the need for prolonged and heavy exposure before dependence can occur is a report that 8% of subjects who had smoked 20 or fewer cigarettes over their lifetime had difficulty quitting.18

Some studies indicate that young smokers can inhale and absorb as much nicotine and carbon monoxide per cigarette as adults do, and tolerance can begin with the first dose of nicotine.20–25 Since tolerance can begin immediately, it may not be long before other symptoms of dependence follow.22 The Development and Assessment of Nicotine Dependence in Youth (DANDY) study reported here is a retrospective/prospective study of a cohort of adolescents designed to investigate the onset of symptoms of nicotine dependence. This paper presents a first look at the DANDY data, as we approach one year of longitudinal follow up.

The most commonly used definition of nicotine dependence appears in the Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders, fourth revision (DSM-IV). The DSM-IV definition is based upon the assumption that “prolonged heavy use” of nicotine is required before physi-
Table 1  Survey items concerning symptoms of dependence

1. Has the subject ever tried unsuccessfully to quit?
2. Do you smoke now because it is really hard to quit?
3. Have you ever felt like you were addicted to tobacco?
4. Do you ever have strong cravings to smoke?
5. Have you ever felt like you really needed a cigarette?*
6. Is it hard to keep from smoking in places where you are not supposed to, like school?
7. When you tried to stop smoking, . . . (or, when you haven’t used tobacco for a while . . .)
8. did you feel more irritable because you couldn’t smoke?
9. did you feel a strong need or urge to smoke?
10. did you feel nervous, restless or anxious because you couldn’t smoke?
11. did you feel sad, blue, or depressed because you couldn’t smoke?

*These items were not used as criteria for dependence because of lower specificity.

ologic dependence can occur, but acknowledges that “how quickly dependence develops is unclear”.
Since the DSM-IV definition of nicotine dependence does not allow for the possibility that dependence might start before “prolonged heavy use”, the DSM-IV criteria were not used in this study. Accordingly, subjects were not diagnosed as being nicotine dependent, or experiencing a “withdrawal syndrome” according to DSM-IV criteria. Rather, we report only on whether subjects report any individual symptoms that are associated with dependence.

Methods
To study the onset of the first symptoms of nicotine dependence, a cohort of 681 seventh grade students (age 12–13 years) were enrolled in a longitudinal study. Subjects are interviewed individually in school three times each year. Four years of data collection are planned. This report presents the data from the first three interviews.

The study is being conducted in two small cities in central Massachusetts with populations of 38,000 and 41,000 in 1990, per capita income below the state average, and youth and adult smoking rates higher than the state average, but similar to national rates. There were 900 seventh grade students in the seven public schools in these two cities when the study began in January 1998. The following factors contributed to the selection of these cities: their large and ethnically diverse student bodies, the cooperation of the school administrations, and student tobacco use rates comparable to national averages.

ASSEMBLY OF THE COHORT
Considerations of statistical power and anticipated attrition indicated that a minimum initial sample size of 650 would be required to allow for planned regression analyses. With the approval of the committee for the protection of human subjects in research at the University of Massachusetts Medical School, the parents of all seventh graders were sent two letters describing the study and were asked to respond if they did not want their child to participate. All students who were not eliminated by this process were assigned random numbers, and the first 650 were invited to participate. Prior tobacco use did not preclude participation. Students who declined to participate were replaced by continuing down the list of random numbers until 650 had agreed to participate. The initial 650 interviews were completed ahead of schedule, allowing the sample size to be expanded to 681 as additional students were sequentially invited to participate based upon their random number assignment. Subjects were told that the study concerned tobacco, and those who assented to participate were promised confidentiality. No subjects were added after the first set of interviews were completed in March 1998. The third interviews were completed in December 1998.

SURVEY INSTRUMENT
The survey instrument collected detailed information about prior and current tobacco use including the duration of use, the frequency of use, the amount used, the types of tobacco used, periods of abstinence, and attempts to quit smoking. Students were asked to provide exact dates for the first puff, the first inhalation, the first monthly use, the first daily use, and the first occurrence of 11 symptoms of dependence (table 1). To determine how symptoms of nicotine dependence should be identified, a review of the literature was conducted to locate validated survey items used for this purpose in previous studies. Twelve items were identified and pilot tested on a population of adolescents to eliminate those which produced positive responses in non-smokers (false positives). An item from the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse read “Have you ever felt addicted, or dependent on tobacco?” Many smokers responded “I’m not addicted, but I am dependent”, meaning that they depended on tobacco to relieve stress. This item was retained without the reference to dependence. Some subjects who had never smoked responded affirmatively to the question “Have you ever felt like you really needed a cigarette?”. They felt they needed to smoke to be popular. Other non-smokers reported experiencing “strong cravings” to smoke when seeing other people smoke. Items regarding craving and needing to smoke were retained in the questionnaire but were not included as symptoms of nicotine dependence for this analysis because of these false positive responses.

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Individual interviews were conducted in privacy in the schools. Interviewers followed a protocol but were instructed to explore positive responses to dependency symptoms in more depth. All subjects are interviewed three times annually, whether or not they have ever used tobacco. To evaluate the specificity of the survey items further, all subjects, including those who had never used tobacco, were asked questions 3–11 in table 1 at the baseline survey. Most of the questions had to be reworded slightly to make sense to non-smokers. For example, the question “When you tried to stop smoking did you feel more irritable because you couldn’t smoke?” was changed to “Do you feel more irritable when you can’t smoke?”

Four techniques proven to facilitate the accurate recall of dates and events were...
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>At first interview, January to March, 1998 (n=681)</th>
<th>At third interview, October to December, 1998 (n=626)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tried some form of tobacco</td>
<td>205 (30%)</td>
<td>263 (42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffed on a cigarette</td>
<td>200 (29%)</td>
<td>243 (39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puffed on a cigar</td>
<td>53 (8%)</td>
<td>88 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tried smokeless tobacco</td>
<td>9 (1%)</td>
<td>12 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhaled cigarette smoke</td>
<td>117 (17%)</td>
<td>156 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had smoked at least once per month in two consecutive months</td>
<td>75 (11%)</td>
<td>95 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had smoked daily</td>
<td>28 (4%)</td>
<td>42 (7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Categories are not mutually exclusive, subjects could be included in all rows.
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Table 3  Rates of reported symptoms of nicotine dependence at the first interview between 205 subjects who had used tobacco one or more times and 476 subjects who had not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Users (n=205)</th>
<th>Non-users (n=476)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Felt like I really needed a cigarette*</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong urge to smoke when abstinent</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong cravings to smoke*</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling nervous, restless, or anxious</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling irritable</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty concentrating</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt addicted</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard to refrain from smoking where it is not permitted</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling sad, blue or depressed</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These items were not used as criteria for dependence because of lower specificity.

Figure 1  Cumulative incidence of the first reported symptom of nicotine dependence among 95 subjects who had ever smoked at least one cigarette in two consecutive months.

Table 4  Reported symptoms associated with nicotine dependence by the third interview among 95 subjects who had at any time smoked at least once per month, including 42 subjects who had progressed to daily smoking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Number of subjects reporting this as their first symptom, n=95 (%)</th>
<th>Total number of subjects reporting this symptom, n=95 (%)</th>
<th>Range of completed weeks from the onset of monthly smoking to the onset of the first symptom, n=60</th>
<th>Median number of weeks from the onset of monthly smoking to the first symptom among 60 subjects reporting symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Felt addicted</td>
<td>18 (19)</td>
<td>27 (28)</td>
<td>−39 to 202</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong urge to smoke</td>
<td>14 (15)</td>
<td>37 (39)</td>
<td>1 to 199</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling nervous, restless, or anxious</td>
<td>14 (15)</td>
<td>38 (40)</td>
<td>1 to 202</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty concentrating</td>
<td>13 (14)</td>
<td>30 (32)</td>
<td>2 to 209</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling irritable</td>
<td>11 (12)</td>
<td>38 (40)</td>
<td>−19 to 202</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuccessful quit attempt</td>
<td>10 (11)</td>
<td>27 (28)</td>
<td>−4 to 200</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard to refrain from smoking where it is not permitted</td>
<td>6 (6)</td>
<td>20 (21)</td>
<td>0 to 202</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling sad, blue or depressed</td>
<td>6 (6)</td>
<td>17 (18)</td>
<td>1 to 202</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke now because it is really hard to quit</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>16 (17)</td>
<td>17 to 228</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Feeling sad, blue or depressed 5.9% 0.8%

month, including 42 subjects who had progressed to daily smoking

Figure 1 Cumulative incidence of the first reported symptom of nicotine dependence

Symptoms Users (n=205) Non-users (n=476)

[205 subjects who had used tobacco one or more times and 476 subjects who had not]
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Hard to refrain from smoking where it is not permitted 6.3% 1.1%

Felt addicted 7.8% 0.2%

Feeling irritable 10.7% 0.0%

Feeling nervous, restless, or anxious 12.7% 0.6%

Strong urge to smoke when abstinent 14.6% 0.6%

Strong cravings to smoke* 13.2% 1.7%

Feeling nervous, restless, or anxious 12.7% 0.6%

Feeling irritable 10.7% 0.0%

Difficulty concentrating 8.3% 0.2%

Felt addicted 7.8% 0.2%

Hard to refrain from smoking where it is not permitted 6.3% 1.1%

Feeling sad, blue or depressed 5.9% 0.8%

*These items were not used as criteria for dependence because of lower specificity.

Figure 1  Cumulative incidence of the first reported symptom of nicotine dependence among 95 subjects who had ever smoked at least one cigarette in two consecutive months.

Table 4  Reported symptoms associated with nicotine dependence by the third interview among 95 subjects who had at any time smoked at least once per month, including 42 subjects who had progressed to daily smoking

who had smoked daily and 25 (26%) former smokers. Sixty (63%) subjects reported having experienced one or more of the nine symptoms listed in table 4 (range 1–9). Feeling addicted was the most common initial symptom, while feeling strong urges, irritable, nervous, restless or anxious when unable to smoke were the symptoms most commonly reported overall. Of the 60 symptomatic subjects, 37 (62%) had experienced their first symptom before smoking daily or began smoking daily upon experiencing their first symptom. Of the 42 subjects who had smoked daily, six (14%) denied all symptoms of dependence, 12 (29%) had experienced one or more symptoms before—or simultaneous with—daily smoking, and 24 (57%) experienced symptoms some time after the onset of daily smoking.

The time elapsed from the onset of monthly smoking, as defined above, to the first symptom of dependence is plotted in fig 1. The percentages are based upon the 95 subjects who had ever smoked monthly, including 35 subjects who had not experienced symptoms. Nearly one quarter (22%) of all monthly smokers (21/95) had reported symptoms by the end of the first month. Sixteen subjects reported symptoms within two weeks of the onset of monthly smoking, representing 25% of the 60 subjects reporting symptoms (median 14.5 weeks, mean (SD) 35.3 (48.7) weeks).

Since subjects were asked if they smoked now because it is really hard to quit, the date for this event was the date of the interview and not when the subject first failed in an attempt to quit smoking. For each of the remaining eight symptoms, one or more subjects reported experiencing the symptom within two weeks of the onset of monthly smoking (table 4). The median number of weeks to the onset of symptoms is necessarily computed based only on those subjects who have reported a symptom, and column 4 of table 4 should be interpreted accordingly.

The potential role of recall bias was assessed by comparing the responses of subjects who reported the onset of symptoms more than four months before the first interview (long recall) with those of subjects reporting symptoms after that date (short recall). Subjects with a long recall reported a slightly longer latency (mean 38.4 weeks) than those with a short recall (mean 33.1 weeks), but the difference was not significant (P = 0.7).

Completed 28 day months
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Discussion

This study followed a cohort of young adolescents to observe the development of symptoms associated with nicotine dependence. A quarter of the subjects who reported one or more symptoms of nicotine dependence reported experiencing their first symptom within two weeks of the onset of monthly smoking as defined above. Several subjects reported symptoms within days of starting. Is this plausible? Nicotine causes an increase in the number of high affinity nicotinic cholinergic receptors in the brain structures associated with the reward pathway in both humans and rodents. The number of these receptors increases after the second dose of nicotine. The increase parallels the development of tolerance, and receptor numbers decline after the drug is stopped coinciding with the withdrawal syndrome. That these high affinity receptors might play a role in dependence is also suggested by experiments with genetically altered mice. Mice which lack the high affinity nicotinic cholinergic receptor will not self administer nicotine. Nicotine infusions result in maximal up-regulation of receptors in just four days in mice, and in 10 days in rats. The time course for up-regulation in humans has not been determined. The up-regulation of nicotinic receptors has not been established as the mechanism causing nicotine dependence, but the rapidity with which these changes in brain structure appear makes it plausible that the first symptoms of dependence might also appear rapidly.

As Fig 1 demonstrates, subjects who reported experiencing a rapid onset of symptoms of dependence are not outliers, but represent a sizeable proportion of all smokers and nearly half of those who have reported symptoms thus far. In this study, symptoms of nicotine dependence were reported to be present in many smokers before daily smoking. These results are consistent with previous reports and indicate that daily smoking is unlikely therefore to be a prerequisite for the development of nicotine dependence. Subjects who have never smoked daily can fail in their cessation attempts.

These data contradict commonly held beliefs and the tendency might be to attribute them to methodological problems. The symptoms assessed in this study are subjective and were assessed through self report. Self reports of withdrawal symptoms by adolescents have shown good correlation with scores on the modified Fagerstrom Tolerance Questionnaire. The validity of self reports of nicotine withdrawal symptoms in adults have been established by independent observer rating and salivary cotinine concentrations.

Some have postulated that youths’ experience of withdrawal symptoms may be influenced by their expectations. This raises the question as to whether our repeated inquiries regarding symptoms of dependence may have prompted youths to over report symptoms in subsequent interviews. There was no significant difference in the rapidity of onset of symptoms among those who had reported symptoms during the first interview and those who reported symptoms only after repeated interviews. This makes it unlikely that our results are due to repeated prompting.

Each of the items used as criteria in this study had been validated to some extent and used extensively to assess nicotine dependence in prior studies. The specificity of the items used were tested by administering them to non-smokers, and items that demonstrated greater than 1% false positives after rounding were excluded. Since symptoms associated with nicotine withdrawal, such as irritability, can have other causes these symptoms were counted only if subjects attributed them to nicotine withdrawal. Since a rapid onset was documented for each of eight symptoms, all eight survey questions would have to be defective to alter the conclusion that dependence can begin rapidly. The possibility that the early onset of symptoms was an artifact of recall bias from the retrospective portion of the study was ruled out.

The use of biochemical measures of nicotine intake were considered, but not employed, because such measures cannot reliably differentiate between non-smokers and the occasional smokers who are the primary focus of this study. This is an area for future research.

One limitation of this study is the relatively small number of subjects (60) reporting symptoms of dependence thus far. Another limitation is the narrow age range of our subjects; it is possible that the time course for the onset of dependence might be different in subjects who initiate tobacco use at different ages. Among rats, adolescents are more sensitive than adults to some of the effects of nicotine. Human adolescents may also be more sensitive than adults to nicotine’s effects. Individuals who initiate tobacco use during early adolescence are more likely to become dependent, have more difficulty quitting, smoke for a greater number of years, and smoke more heavily. It is clear that adolescents and adults experience the same type of nicotine withdrawal symptoms, but we do not know if the intensity of the symptoms and the ability to cope with them differs between these groups. More research is needed to sort out these issues.

Based upon the data presented here, we offer a model describing three groups of individuals distinguished by their susceptibility to becoming dependent on nicotine. The rapid onset group would be those who develop symptoms of dependence within days or weeks of initiating monthly use. Several of our subjects seemed to describe a phenomenon akin to “love at first sight”, sensing immediately that nicotine had a powerful influence on them.

A second group is composed of individuals who experience a slower onset to the development of symptoms of dependence. These individuals may require a more prolonged exposure to nicotine, at higher dosages, before dependence begins. Included in this group would be those individuals who do...
not report symptoms until they have been smoking for a few years. Elucidation of the physiological or psychological basis for the observed differences in the speed of onset may make it possible to establish a cut point between the rapid onset and slower onset groups.

A third group represents individuals who are particularly resistant to developing dependence. Chippers—adults who smoke up to five cigarettes per day over many years with no evidence of dependence—would fall into this group.11,14 Our data suggest that the concentrations of nicotine to which chippers are exposed are more than adequate to cause dependence. It is too early to identify such individuals in our study, for we do not know how long a person would have to smoke without symptoms of dependence before it could be concluded that the risk of future dependence is minimal.

Within species, individual humans and genetically distinct strains of animals can differ greatly in their responses to the effects of nicotine.12,13 Animal studies provide biological plausibility for a model of genetically determined differences in individual susceptibility to nicotine dependence.13,14 Our data suggest that the latency to the onset of dependence might represent a useful phenotypic trait to study in future genetic research.

The use of the term “experiments” to refer to all less-than-daily smokers should be re-examined given the proportion of these individuals who already display symptoms of dependence.15

The DANDY study will continue with an examination of the pattern of smoking and the quantities consumed at the onset of the first symptom of dependence. The presence of one symptom does not meet the diagnostic criteria for nicotine dependence offered in DSM-IV; although the age of onset of nicotine dependence is defined as the age at which the first symptom of dependence occurred.16 Nicotine dependence typically begins as a paediatric condition, yet current definitions are based upon the study of adults. For example, the boundary model of nicotine dependence incorporates the observation that adult smokers experience physiologic withdrawal symptoms when daily intake falls below 8–12 cigarettes and have considerable difficulty maintaining intake below this level.17 While this model is a useful conceptualisation of dependence in adults, it failed to predict that youths would have symptoms of physical dependence before ever smoking daily. Nicotine dependence may have different manifestations in youths and adults, and current definitions of nicotine dependence need to be re-examined, especially in regard to their applicability to youths.

This study was funded by grant number CA7067-03 from the National Cancer Institute. The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the National Cancer Institute.
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